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New VAT compliance requirements in Hungary: Real time
data provision obligation

Topic

Why important /
Risk to manage

How to manage

As of 1 July 2018, taxpayers issuing invoices using an
invoicing software are obliged to provide real time data
to the Hungarian Tax Authority (HTA).

The real time data provision obligation will affect most
of the companies and imply significant administrative
burden.

Deloitte Hungary is developing an end-to-end solutions
(both tailored and standard) which comply with the
legislative requirements.
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1.

Using VATOnline by manual submission

.xml file

Generation of .xml report
based on the data of input
excel file automatically with
VATOnline

ERP system

HTA portal

Input excel file derived from
ERP is manually uploaded to
VATOnline

Excel file

Automatic submission to the
HTA portal

HTA confirmation
code

In this scenario the user should manually upload the excel files derived from its ERP/invoicing system to VATOnline.
Subsequently, the user may generate the .xml file using VATOnline and send it to the tax authority portal. The
generation and sending of the .xml file may be set to be carried out automatically by VATOnline. Subsequently
VATOnline inserts the ID code received from the HTA into the excel file derived from the ERP/invoicing system.
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2.

Using VATOnline with network folder

Excel file

HTA confirmation code

VATOnline
automatically
downloads the input
excel file

ERP system
Input excel file
deriver from the ERP
is saved to a network
folder

Excel file

Automatic
submission to the
HTA portal

Network
folder

HTA portal
Generation of .xml file
based on the data of
input excel file

.xml file

In this scenario the excel files derived from the ERP/invoicing system would be (automatically) saved to a network
folder which is accessed by VATOnline. VATOnline is capable of automatically downloading the excel files and
prepare and submit the .xml files based on them. Subsequently VATOnline inserts the ID code received from the
HTA into the excel file derived from the ERP/invoicing system.
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3.

VATOnline is directly connected to the ERP

.xml file

Generation of .xml report
based on the retrieved
data automatically with
VATOnline

ERP system
VATOnline is directly
connected to the ERP and
retrieves data
automatically

HTA portal

Automatic submission to
the tax authority portal

HTA confirmation code
In this scenario there is no need to derive any excel file from the ERP/invoicing system as VATOnline would be
directly connected to the system and retrieve all necessary data to prepare and submit the .xml files.
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